Warehouse
Management

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ADVANTAGES
OFFERED BY PRAMAG
®

PRA MAG 3000
Incoming Goods

OPTIMAL WAREHOUSE CONTROL
Optimal control over all orders, seamless timing
between all work areas, coordinated order control in specific warehouse areas, automatic restocking for picking areas, flawless execution of
tasks through online monitoring from the receipt
of goods to loading–WANKO offers the perfect
solution for successful logistics management,
resulting in optimized warehouse processes.

PROCESS-ORIENTED
PRAMAG is process-oriented and lays out all
structures in stock movement in a transparent
manner, thereby ensuring that even complex
warehouse control processes are conveniently
and clearly optimized. Through direct communication with staff members, PRAMAG provides
flawless warehouse performance. Orders
entered into the system automatically yield the
required work and transport orders, which are
then promptly sent to the respective teams.
Employees receive their assignments via mobile
data terminals with or without the aid of printed
lists. PRAMAG also allows the seamless combination of different work methods for each respective work area and the integration of pickby-voice and RFID.
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EFFICIENCY IN THE WAREHOUSE



Central logistics control station



Increased automation of process control

Underpinning the optimization of stock movements is the digital warehouse plan that illustrates the storage locations and routes.
PRAMAG controls the processes from the
receipt of goods to loading, based on saved
configurations of processes for the control of
individual work areas. Interdependent picking
areas can be synchronized automatically, thus
ensuring optimal control. Different warehouse
types can be defined and also allow cross
docking and consignment stock. Inventory information and replenishment can be monitored
online anywhere and at any time.



Inventory reliability down to individual
storage locations



Optimized control of all employee
assignments



Maximum process reliability for software
switch during running operations



Flexible personnel deployment, reduced
training periods in other work areas



Increased efficiency through avoidance of
procedural delays



Continuous inventory minimizes effort
required for annual inventory



Support of all current picking methods



Reduction of complaints caused by
warehouse procedures

SECURE IMPLEMENTATION
PRAMAG ensures a seamless implementation
phase. This is provided by a unique implementation concept that offers maximum process
reliability for the software switch in the warehouse and a risk-free integration into the
existing IT processes.
The data required for management is saved,
evaluated and utilized for controlling purposes.

“

WANKO offers high added value,
for despite standard software we are able
to tailor our services to the needs of the
individual customer. Moreover, through the
unique step-by-step implementation we
obtained a maximum degree of reliability.
Frank Hagen,
VP Global Warehouse
and Logistics

„
A GOOD THING IT'S WANKO!

